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ABOUT THIS DISH 
 

Seafood has been a part of Italian culture since Ancient Rome. Aquaculture, or 
seafood farming, was very sophisticated back then, even by today’s standards. 
Aquaculture is still very prevalent in modern day Italy, with Sicily (see photo below 
of Palermo) leading the country in seafood production. A staple sight in coastal Italian 
restaurants, shellfish nevertheless sits at the very top of the table in terms of rich, 
indulgent tastes. So we're treating our array of seafood with due respect - generously 
hand-filling ourtortelloni with a fresh and varied taste of the Mediterranean. 

The meaty lobster, delicate crab & succulent prawns are lavished in parsley butter & 
zesty lemon pangrattato (breadcrumbs), highlighting - but not overpowering - the 
subtle seafood flavours of this elegant pasta from the Italian coastline. A true taste of 
Sicily at the most beautiful time of the year. 

METHOD 
1. Bring a large saucepan of salted water to boil. 
2. Put the parsley butter in a pan, cover with a lid and heat. Once steaming, turn off 

the heat immediately. 
3. Open the pasta sachet (but leave the white rice flour in the pouch) and cook the 

ravioli in the boiling water for 3-4 minutes until ‘al dente’ (test a corner of one 
of the ravioli). 

4. Use a slotted spoon to lift the ravioli out of the water and transfer them to the 
parsley butter. Toss them gently in the butter to coat. 

5. Sprinkle the ravioli with the lemon pangrattato. 
6. Buon Appetito! 

INGREDIENTS (allergens in bold): Fresh pasta (Soft Wheat flour, Free Range Pasteurized Egg, 

Durum wheat semola, Preservative E202, Rice Flour), Prawns, Crab, Mascarpone cheese, 

Ricotta cheese, Lobster, Butter, White Wine (Sulphites), Shallots, Emulsifier (potatoes flakes, 

starch, rice cream, vegetable fibre), Parsley, Garlic, Salt, Black pepper, Preservative E202. 

GARNISH INGREDIENTS: Butter, Breadcrumbs (wheat), lemon, parsley, salt, pepper  

Keep refrigerated. Use within 3 days of delivery 

FREEZING: The product can be frozen (ideally on day of delivery) and keeps for 2 months in the 

freezer. The ravioli should be cooked directly from frozen.  The butter can be frozen. 

This food has been prepared in a kitchen that also prepares molluscs, mustard, nuts, gluten, fish, 

crustaceans, and therefore may contain traces of these. 
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